TCP memory isolation on multi-tenant servers
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On Linux, tcp_mem sysctl is used to limit the amount of memory consumed by active TCP connections. However that limit is shared between all the jobs running on the system. Potentially a low priority job can hog all the available TCP memory and starve the high priority jobs collocated with it. Indeed we have seen production incidences of low priority jobs negatively impacting the network performance of collocated high priority jobs.

Through cgroups, Linux does provide TCP memory accounting and isolation for the jobs running on the system but that comes with its own set of challenges which can be categorized into two buckets:

1. New and unexpected semantics of memory pressure and OOM for cgroup based TCP memory accounting.
2. Logistical challenges related to resource and quota management for large infrastructures running millions of jobs.

This is an ongoing work and new challenges keep popping up as we expand cgroup based TCP memory in our infrastructure. In this presentation we want to share our experience in tackling these challenges and would love to hear how others in the community have approached the problem of TCP memory isolation on their infrastructure.
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